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EMDB is an application designed to help you organize your movies collection. Whether you want to make a list with all the films you have seen so far or mark them as unseen, this app is able to create a movie database from scratch. Straightforward GUI It sports an intuitive interface that allows you to edit your favorite movies database on the spot.  You can manually insert information
about the films by specifying title, version, director, spoken languages, disc numbers, year, country, color, certification, IMDB number, duration, and the date when it was added to the database. You can mark films as seen or put them on the wish list. Furthermore, it is possible to add a plot outline and cast, to select IMDB rating or simply add your own rating. Options to select genre and
artwork for each movie are also available. Artworks can be rotated or removed. Manage all aspects of your movies from a single place Additional information can be added by specifying aspect, codec, resolution, source, region, and system. Price and comments can also be included in the movies’ description. For each film, it is possible to add the location where it is stored, to select audio
streams and with just one click you can clear all the information you have added. If you find it difficult to type in for each film the necessary information, the program may automatically import from the IMDB database all the details. The app works fast when it comes to searching and displaying the data from IMDB and it is able to render accurate information. It features a built-in search
dialog with many dedicated filters to ensure you can find any movies very quickly. Sorting the movies, printing the information about them and exporting the list as plain text, Excel or HTML are also included by the developer in the app. There are many tweaking options provided by this program as it allows you to change the style and color of the bookshelves, update all movies from the
list, change the program’s general appearance and to show statistics about the number of movies, TV series, directors and others. Makes it extremely easy for you to manage your movie collection All in all, EMDB is an excellent software solution that helps users to keep track of their movie collections easily and effortlessly. We strongly recommend it as it packs all the necessary features

for creating a movie database. **How To Install/Use EMDB** 1. Download all the above apps 2. Install it on your computer

EMDB License Key [Mac/Win]

EMDB is an application designed to help you organize your movies collection. Whether you want to make a list with all the films you have seen so far or mark them as unseen, this app is able to create a movie database from scratch. Straightforward GUI It sports an intuitive interface that allows you to edit your favorite movies database on the spot. You can manually insert information
about the films by specifying title, version, director, spoken languages, disc numbers, year, country, color, certification, IMDB number, duration, and the date when it was added to the database. You can mark films as seen or put them on the wish list. Furthermore, it is possible to add a plot outline and cast, to select IMDB rating or simply add your own rating. Options to select genre and
artwork for each movie are also available. Artworks can be rotated or removed. Manage all aspects of your movies from a single place Additional information can be added by specifying aspect, codec, resolution, source, region, and system. Price and comments can also be included in the movies’ description. For each film, it is possible to add the location where it is stored, to select audio
streams and with just one click you can clear all the information you have added. If you find it difficult to type in for each film the necessary information, the program may automatically import from the IMDB database all the details. The app works fast when it comes to searching and displaying the data from IMDB and it is able to render accurate information. It features a built-in search
dialog with many dedicated filters to ensure you can find any movies very quickly. Sorting the movies, printing the information about them and exporting the list as plain text, Excel or HTML are also included by the developer in the app. There are many tweaking options provided by this program as it allows you to change the style and color of the bookshelves, update all movies from the
list, change the program’s general appearance and to show statistics about the number of movies, TV series, directors and others. Makes it extremely easy for you to manage your movie collection All in all, EMDB is an excellent software solution that helps users to keep track of their movie collections easily and effortlessly. We strongly recommend it as it packs all the necessary features

for creating a movie database. EMDB Description EMDB is an application designed to help you organize your movies collection. Whether you want to make a list with all the films you have seen so far or mark them 1d6a3396d6
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EMDB PC/Windows

EMDB is an application designed to help you organize your movies collection. Whether you want to make a list with all the films you have seen so far or mark them as unseen, this app is able to create a movie database from scratch.  You can manually insert information about the films by specifying title, version, director, spoken languages, disc numbers, year, country, color, certification,
IMDB number, duration, and the date when it was added to the database. You can mark films as seen or put them on the wish list.  Furthermore, it is possible to add a plot outline and cast, to select IMDB rating or simply add your own rating. Options to select genre and artwork for each movie are also available. Artworks can be rotated or removed.  You can add movies from IMDB, my
files, your own file system or you can add any other movies manually. You can also share your database with other EMDB users. You can set EMDB to update movies automatically or manually. You can also import movies from IMDB, my files, your own file system or you can add any other movies manually.  Price and comments can also be included in the movies’ description. For
each film, it is possible to add the location where it is stored, to select audio streams and with just one click you can clear all the information you have added. If you find it difficult to type in for each film the necessary information, the program may automatically import from the IMDB database all the details. The app works fast when it comes to searching and displaying the data from
IMDB and it is able to render accurate information.  It features a built-in search dialog with many dedicated filters to ensure you can find any movies very quickly. Sorting the movies, printing the information about them and exporting the list as plain text, Excel or HTML are also included by the developer in the app. There are many tweaking options provided by this program as it allows
you to change the style and color of the bookshelves, update all movies from the list, change the program’s general appearance and to show statistics about the number of movies, TV series, directors and others. EMDB is compatible with Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista and XP. It is compatible with Intel- and AMD-based computers. [hr] [hr] 1.3.0 2017-06-14 - EMDB now has a functioning

What's New In?

EMDB is an application designed to help you organize your movies collection. Whether you want to make a list with all the films you have seen so far or mark them as unseen, this app is able to create a movie database from scratch. Straightforward GUI It sports an intuitive interface that allows you to edit your favorite movies database on the spot. You can manually insert information
about the films by specifying title, version, director, spoken languages, disc numbers, year, country, color, certification, IMDB number, duration, and the date when it was added to the database. You can mark films as seen or put them on the wish list. Furthermore, it is possible to add a plot outline and cast, to select IMDB rating or simply add your own rating. Options to select genre and
artwork for each movie are also available. Artworks can be rotated or removed. Manage all aspects of your movies from a single place Additional information can be added by specifying aspect, codec, resolution, source, region, and system. Price and comments can also be included in the movies’ description. For each film, it is possible to add the location where it is stored, to select audio
streams and with just one click you can clear all the information you have added. If you find it difficult to type in for each film the necessary information, the program may automatically import from the IMDB database all the details. The app works fast when it comes to searching and displaying the data from IMDB and it is able to render accurate information. It features a built-in search
dialog with many dedicated filters to ensure you can find any movies very quickly. Sorting the movies, printing the information about them and exporting the list as plain text, Excel or HTML are also included by the developer in the app. There are many tweaking options provided by this program as it allows you to change the style and color of the bookshelves, update all movies from the
list, change the program’s general appearance and to show statistics about the number of movies, TV series, directors and others. Makes it extremely easy for you to manage your movie collection All in all, EMDB is an excellent software solution that helps users to keep track of their movie collections easily and effortlessly. We strongly recommend it as it packs all the necessary features
for creating a movie database. Key Features: + Collect, organize and search through your movie collection + Mark movies as seen or un-seen + Add your own rating + Add info about your movies + Add plot outline and cast + Generate a CSV file + Export movies as plain text, Excel or HTML files + Export as CSV, Excel or HTML files + Export to CSV + Generate a log file + Generate a
log file + Quick search bar for quick movie search + Detailed movie description with options to update
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: Intel Integrated Graphics or equivalent DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 1GB free disk space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible sound card Additional Notes: Output to Display: Set to Direct Draw Only. Recommended:
Processor: Intel
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